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The Decorum ofGrief:
Notes on the Representation ofMary at the
Cross in Late Medieval Netherlandish
Literature and Painting
REINDERT L. FALKENBURG
INTRODUCTION
'How often did she [Mary] embrace and kiss that
Cross with sad longing, especially where the
blessed blood of Jesus flowed down along the
Cross. And she kissed the earth there on which
the blood of Xpi [Christ] feil, and she hcked that
blood from the earth lüith such longing that herface was
füll of blood. Oh, how sad Mary was.'1
For many modern readers this quotation from an
early 16th-century book about Christ's Passion
would seem to go far beyond the realms of
sensibility. Even for a researcher specialized in the
world of religious experience of the late medieval
Netherlands and used to heartrending descrip-
tions of Christ's Passion and Mary's compassion,
this evocation of Mary's suffering is unusually
crude. Historians, art historians and literary his-
torians generally reach for the term 'realistic' to
describe late medieval texts which employ dra-
matic anecdotal digressions to raise the sympathy-
quotient in a Passjon story which appeared rather
short and unemotional in the Bible. It is clear,
especially since the publication of Marrow's book
on late medieval Passion iconography, that this
kind of anecdotal embellishment of the Passion
story is nct so much the product of the 'natural'
propensky of the Dutch towards a often extra-
vagant realism.2 It is more the late, or perhaps
overripe, product of a long exegetic tradition
harking back through the Middle Ages in which
the Bible principally, but also the Church Fathers
and all manner of theological writings were
minutely examined for passages and motifs that
might be interpreted as metaphorical indications
of specific events in the life of Jesus about which
the Gospels said nothing. In late medieval
devotional literature these motifs - selected not
for their theological profundity but more for the
graphic portrayals of the suffering - crystallized to
become part of the 'historical' narrative of the
Passion itself. The motivation behind this search
for and use of non-Gospel Passion motifs is the
need to provide believers with a story of suffering
to stimulate their compassion with Jesus and
Mary. This need is rooted in the idea that the
believer's ability to empathize and identify with
the Virgin and her Son in the present is a
guarantee of their intercession at the Last Judg-
ment and a ticket to everlasting life. In the Middle
Ages meditation on the various events of the
Passion became, not least for lay persons, one of
the principal ways in which to obtain this salutary
empathetic condition of fhe soul. The com-
passion, the deep inner emotion, with which Mary
accompanied the suffering of her son is presented
to the believer as the great example.''
From the 13th Century all manner of descrip-
tions emerged of the life of Christ, often in the
vernacular, in which the Passion story was told in
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detail with heartrending anecdotes illustrating
Jesus' suffering and Mary's compassion for the
benefit of the reader's empathetic reflections.
This meditative literature grew in the 15th and
16th centuries into a broad stream of Vita Christi
literature to which the book from which the above
passage is taken belongs.4 This volume is a good
example of the sort of compassio Manae molif
designed to stimulate empathy. The Gospels did
not act as source but - through a marvel of late
medieval inventivity - they became an interwoven
component of this Passion narrative. I know, in
any event, of no biblical or exegetic tradiüon on
which il would be possible to base the story of
Mary licking the blood of Christ. There are, on
the other hand, a number of Vita Christi descrip-
tions that contain similar, although less gruesome
passages about Mary kissing the blood that ran
down onto the ground after Jesus had died:
'And the Mother of Mercy sat near the Cross
covered in the holy blood of her dear son which
she regarded so lovingly and which she kissed with
such respectful reverence."5
While the vocabulary in the first quotation is
downright distressing and seems almost improper,
this second quotation illustrates the need to dress
Mary's excessive expression of grief in dignity,
honour and controlled emotion. Α third text has
Mary kissing Jesus' blood on the ground because
only this deed can offer her succour:
'And when she was unable to find comfort she
kissed with longing the earth on which Jesus'
blood had fallen so that it made her sweet visage
bloody.'"
These passages contain no Suggestion that the
Compiler thought the reader might find the tcxt
improper. It is therefore surprising in an earlier
passage describingjesus carrying the Cross to find
the following text:
'Again, although her sorrow was so great and
unspeakable when she saw her own loving son
being taken to his death so scandalously, the Holy
Mother made no improper gesture or immodest
display, but like an honest noble woman she
contained her tremendous grief properly inside,
without the least clamour.'7
What these passages show when compared is that,
whatever the precise source of the motif of the
kissing or licking of the blood (did it refer to the
Eucharist?), the tendency towards distressing
details of suffering was not always taken to the
very extreme. Some of the writers of Passion
narratives appear at various times to have found
themselves confronted with the problem of
decorum. How far could one go in portraying the
suffering; where did the boundaries of religious
respectability lie? That this idea of decorum is not
easy to understand for the modern reader is clear
from these passages: surely kissing Jesus' blood is
exactly the kind of 'improper gesture or indecent
display' (ontamelic gebaer of onsedelicheit van
buten) that had been repudiated earlier and the
kind of behaviour that is improper for an 'honest
noble woman' (eerlijcke statelike vrouwe)? How is
it possible for these passages to appear in one and
the same Passion narrative? Does the question of
decorum even arise?
Various modern authors have shown that this
question did indeed arise and not only in the late
Middle Agcs. In facl it had been troubling the
faithful from the time of the Church Fathers. In
general, there are two traditions in the Middle
Ages regarding the theological and devotional
approach to Mary's compassion and expressions
of grief. The first is based on the idea that the
Gospels, where they mention Mary's presence at
the Crucifixion at all (cf John 19:25), are silent
about her emotional State. In this tradiüon the
fact is presented theologically as Mary naturally
being moved by the suffering of her son but
nevertheless steadfastly believing in the coming
resurrection. That is why she reacted in such a
reserved manner to the various moments of the
Passion and why, as she stood at the Cross - and
Standing is interpreted in this tradition as an
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outward sign of her inner resolution - she gave no
sign of her grief. This approach found its first
influential defender in the Latin woild in St
Ambrose who noted rather dryly that 'Holy Mary
stood near the Cross of her son and the Virgin saw
the suffering of her only child. I read she stood not
shewept.'b
From Ambrose's formulation it is clear that in
his day Mary's compassion and expression of grief
had already become a subject of dispute.9
Nevertheless, this relatively sober view of Mary's
compassion continued to dominate until the
12th Century when theologians such as Anselm,
Eadmer and especially Bernard of Clairvaux
began to allow the subjective element in the
devotion to Christ and therefore the personal
experience of Mary as a participant in the Passion.
Sometimes the tears Mary shed at the Cross are
mentioned, but no other outward manifestation
of sorrow, in word or gesture.10 The I2th-century
Latin lamentations of Mary Planctus ante nescia
which also influenced subsequent ideas about
Mary's compassion remains reserved in the
portrayal of her suffering.11 Mary suffers, tears
swell and she sighs; yet she knows salvation will
come and remains dignified in her expression of
grief.
After Bernard of Clairvaux the idea began to
take hold that Mary bore - literally - with com-
passion (i.e. as co-redemptnx or 'co-redeemer')
Christ's suffering for the whole World in herseif.
This concept turned Mary's compassion into a
central focus of the history of salvation and so
opened up the possibilities for a tremendous
intensification of devotion to and mental
portrayal of her suffering. The 12th-centuiy
Planctus Manae set the tone for the intensity and
outward expression of grief that now began to
dominate in all manner of devotional writings.12
In this portrayal Mary's tears flowed abundantly,
she cried out loud, at times she was inconsolable
and unable to speak, she even fainted. And yet,
according to this lamentation, Mary's sorrow was
'proper, measured through love; she did not
despair, but mourned in an inward and fitting
fashion' because she believed in Jesus' resur-
rection.1<!
De Vries provides an extensive summary of late
medieval Dutch texts that stem from the Planctus
ante nescia and of works that took their example
from the Planctus Manae. Somewhat against the
general image that most modern authors present
of the excessive attention paid in the late Middle
Ages to the suffering of Mary and Jesus, De Vries
showed that both traditions - not just the
'flexible' tradition of the intense and public
suffering of Mary, but also the 'rigid' tradition of
the self-controlled empathetic co-redemptrix -
continued to effect devotional literature in the
Netherlands in the 14th, 15th and 16th centuries.
De Vries even concluded - in contrast to what
others have claimed - that for many Compilers of
these texts in this region there were limits to the
level of drama with which Mary's suifering was
portrayed and that reactions against this kind of
portrayal grew increasingly strong in the 16th
Century.14 He points out in this respect that it was
Erasmus who explicitly referred to those
'disturbing paintings that show her [Mary]
collapsing feebly, unable to speak and faint from
grief. But she did not lament, nor did she tear her
hair out, hit her ehest or shout out in a loud voiee
'Oh poor me'. In fact she drew comfort from the
salvation of mankind rather than mourn the
death of her son.'lr'
This formulation clearly shows that when it comes
to the pictorial portrayals of Mary's suffering it is
not simply a question of theological opinion, but
one of decorum, too.
I intend here to explore where the borderline
of decorum in the art and literature of 15th- and
16th-century Netherlands appears to be crossed,
in particular what happens in dramatic portrayals
of Mary's suffering. This aspect of late medieval
religious mentality is difficult to measure in the
field of art and demands a far deeper and broader
study into the boundaries of religious respect-
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ability in the late medieval experiential world
than this limited contribution can hope to pro-
vide. I can do little more here than map this
sensibüity. I have limited my research to an analy-
sis of a number of Dutch devotional texts, par-
ticularly those that found wide audiences, not
least among lay persons, in printed editions, and
have concentrated especially on the Passion
narrative with Christ hanging on the Cross and
Mary Standing nearby or collapsing incapably.
ßased on this material I have attempted to make a
number of observations about the decorum of
Mary's expression of grief in 15th- and 16th-
century Netherlandish panel paintings showing
Mary at the Cross.
COMPASSION-DECORUM IN LITERARY WITNESSES
At the end of his study about Mary's lamentations
De Vries remarks that late medieval writers were
faced by a rather confusing profusion of text
passages and opinions that had been adopted and
adapted to describe Mary's suffering.lb De Vries
concluded this after noüng that some writers
employed both Ambrose to emphasize Mary's
fortitude, and Bernard, i.e. the Planctus Manae
tradition, in order to show that when Mary saw
Jesus suffering under the weight of the Cross on
the way to Golgotha, she feil in a faint. For the
modern researcher these appear to present
diverging opinions that are not complementary.
However, as we have seen, and as many other
examples show, this is far from unusual. It is not so
much a lack of insight on the part of the Compiler;
it is more that in order to portray Mary's
behaviour at different moments of the Passion
various texts from the exegetic tradition were
employed of which the vocabulary and ideas were
all loyally taken on board. This was the generally-
accepted, centuries' old method of exegesis that
Compilers of theological and devotional texts
used. However, one result of this method was that,
the more detail the author employed to describe
the Passion, the more the story betrayed the
diversity of the sources, turning Mary into a highly
inconsistent character. This, in any case, is the
impression that a modern reader might have on
the basis of the (modern?) psychological notion
of the unity of personality of a mentally 'healthy'
person. Yet clearly this is not the way to read a late
medieval text. Il is not whether Mary comes across
as a consistent character, but whether Mary's
various actions described in the traditional
authorities conflict individually with the feelings
of decorum of the Compiler or with those of the
intended audience for the book. That is the
problem that faced the writer of a Passion
narrative and which can be seen operating in a
number of Vita Christi tractates.
The Pseudo-Bonaventura Ludolphian Life of
Christ is a typical compilation text written in the
late 13th Century and widely populär (in
handwritten copies) in Dutch translation.17 The
following extract appeals both to the 'exalted'
(Bernardian) and the 'austere' (Ambrosian)
traditions of the depictiou of Mary's suffering in
her pain-filled identification with Jesus hanging
on the Cross:
'... for in the sorrow of her heart she too hung on
the Cross with her son and would have rather died
with him than conünue to live, of which the
teacher St Bernard said: "Oh, good Jesus, howyou
have suffered physically, but even more in your
heart through the compassion of your mother
who has shared all your pain." One may feel the
pain and torment totally, but one may not express
this completely. Mary stood near the Cross while
the Apostles fled and looked with mercy on the
wounds of her child.' i s
Here, the fact that 'one may not express this
completely' is probably a (general) rhetorical
device to increase the reader's empathy while
avoiding a detailed description of Mary's suf-
fering. But it is not impossible, since this is
followed immediately by the Ambrosian 'Mary
stood near the Cross', that this was also intended
to ensure that she was not dishonoured, as sug-
gested in other texts.'''
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Α little further the narrator suddenly transfers
Mary's location and relates how bitterly she wept:
now Mary, John and the other women who had
followed Jesus are Standing
'at a distance and are not comforted by anyone
[...]. Oh, how mournful were the voices and
weeping that were heard from his friends and
especially from his mournful mother!'20
When Jesus dies it is all too much for Mary: twice
she faints - 'deathlike' - the first time she Teil
onto the ground on her face'; the second time,
after Longinus had pierced Christ with his lance
'Mary feil deathlike into the arms of Mary Mag-
dalene'.21 And when Christ was buried Mary
'cried with unbearable tears and her tears made
her face wet and the dead body of her child and
also the tomb, in which it is said that her tears are
still embedded [...]. And at the same time all the
others cried so much that they began to feel faint
from mourning.'22
The embellishment in this tradition of the Passion
narrative culminates in this text in fainting and
intense weeping. In the late Middle Ages no one
actually complained about Mary being portrayed
as letting her tears flow freely; on the contrary, it
was an expression of mourning that was feit to be
characteristic of the truly pious and holy.2s What is
more problematic is the idea of Mary fainting.
Several medieval theologians raised objections to
this. It is true that in some areas the Church
accepted Mary's collapse (spasmus) as an event to
be celebrated in the liturgy,24 but 16th-century
theologians were still treating the motif with
reserve. Α good f xample of this - of particular
interest here for the terminology - is a passage
written by the Dutch theologian and humanist
Joos Clichthove in 1513:
'The sadness of the Holy Virgin [...] was
accompanied by an outward temperance, pro-
perness and decent sobriety [...]. Outwardly [...]
this sorrow was apparent only from her tears, a
very sad and mournfully pale visage [...]. At times
the extreme sadness of her motherly heart was
reflected in the faintness of her body and her loss
of strength as well as other signs: yet always ivith
decent and virginal modesty. Indeed it should be
considered by one and all beyond all doubt that this
motherly compassion reflected the extent and measure of
correct judgment. And in each case, correct judgment
wams theperson not to go toofar, or to do that which is
unworthy or ugly.'2*1
Seen in this light the description of Mary's
suffering in the Pseudo-Bonaventura-Ludolphian
Life of Christ which is based on the Meditationes
Vitae Christi and had the Status in devotional
literature here which that far more renowned
work had elsewhere, reflected something of a
middle-of-the-road approach. Shocking details
such as the licking of blood were avoided, but
then this meant that there was no need for
protestations that it was all very proper, even when
Mary collapsed.
It is quite a different matter in Dutch adapta-
tions of the Passion narrative based on the major
14th-century Vita Christi compilation by Ludolph
of Saxony.2b Du is dleven ons heerenßiesu cristi is one
such adaptation which appeared in 1536 in
Antwerp.27 Narrating the episode in which Jesus is
crucified and the Cross is raised, the text notes:
Oh people, how the mother of God and those
worthy women mourned and the many others
who had followed Jesus out of love, there was such
weeping and crying [...] Oh how heavy that load
was and there was such crying, but the
despondent mother of God did not make the least
clamour.'28
While in this Version there was no fainting, on the
other hand, the episode of Mary kissing Jesus'
blood after he had died is included:
'That sweet mother of God raised her arms in
heartfelt longing to reach her son. And when she
was unable to find comfort she kissed with great
longing Jesus' blood as it feil onto the ground so
that her sweet face became covered in blood.'29
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Neveitheless, in the 'moralization and medi-
tation' in the passage on the descent from the
Cross Mary is described as follows.
'No one can express the sorrow of the Blessed
Mother Mary too fully for she was decent and
mannered in her distress, as has been de-
scribed ><w
The addition of the words 'as has been described'
is a reference back to the initial passage dealing
with the nailing to the Cross in which Mary is
described as making no outward clamour; Mary's
behaviour in the interim period, including the
kissing of the blood, is therefore automatically
sanctioned as 'decent and mannered'. But what
kmd of clamour was lt that was feit to be so
ternble7»
In the first place it is important to realize that a
clamour and the kind of behaviour this would
have included would not necessarily have been
considered to be negative in this context. Jacob
van Maerlant employed the word in his Eene
Dispvlatie van onser Vrouwen ende van den Heihghen
Cruce:
'What could Mary have said there
When she, her heart heavy with sorrow
Saw her son suspended on the Cross
What a clamour she must have made
Süently in her heart and pubhcly;
To die would have been preferable.
She must in truth have cned out
Wrmging hei hands, tugging at her hair.""
And in a 15th-century manuscript with the Ghelide
van Onser Vroutuen:
'Weeping with such excessive gnef,3'
Beating her seif on her holy breast
With her mournful cries
And so did many friends and maidens
Mourn and show their sadness.
f.-·]
[She] clamoured
Crymg out and weeping profusely
[]
When you saw your child dying
You spoke not the smallest bad word
But stnking your hands and weeping
You pined alone and inwardly.""
Public clamour is therefore equated with ciymg
out, wringing one's hands, tearing out hair,
beating one's breast as well as the weeping thal
goes with this — in other words, public, ntualized
signs of grievmg and mourning.5"
In a number of 16th-century meditation books
for the new cult of the Seven Sorrows of the
Blessed Virgin that emerged in Flanders at the
end of the 15th Century the word clamour
(misbaer) appears again, but this time in a
negative sense. These meditation books also
contain detailed descnptions of the Passion and
follow the layout of the Vita Chnsli texts.1"* The
book Een suverhc ende devoel boecxken vanden seven
ween [. . ] % relates that Mary fainted first when the
Cross was lifted and then when she had recoveied
'she cned so much, I have lead, that blood ran
from her eyes'.'17 But later too she stood 'un-
comforted, füll of grief and pity, steadfast near the
Cross'.18 When Christ died Mary burst into an
indescribable flood of tears and all her strength of
soul and body gave way.w But, the text conünues:
'even so she remained mannered in all her
suffering: and held this in her innermost heart
with such dignity without any clamour such as
crymg out loud, wringing her hands or suchhke,
and stood at the Ciosspatiently, ci ucified with her
child, in pain, fulfilling her desire and her
longing.'40
It is clear from this passage that, as with the teim
'zedehjkheid' (decency), the Dutch 'manier-
lijkheid' (being manneied) has little to do with
our present-day 'good manners' masmuch as this
refers to outward and public behaviour It re-
presents the dignity of Mary's innei nobüity"
Mannered behaviour (manierlijkheid) here is the
opposite of clamour (misbaar), which belongs to
the domain of public communication.
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Another early 16th-century meditation book of
the same genre takes us a step further.42 It
contains a long resume of Mary's suffering in an
extensive anecdotal narrative. For example, in the
passage about the raising of the Cross: when she
saw the event from afar Mary pushed her way
through the crowd and ' crept underthe horses' to get
to the Cross where she
'threw herseif onto the ground at the foot of the Cross.
John who was always by her side and saw this was
unable to help her because he was also famt from the
pain [...] again he did his best, he held her tight, he
pulled at her, rearranging her clothes, he was able to
place sowie herbs in her mouth, alas he had no idea
what to do to comfort her. [... ] If only she had been
able to call out when she became so tired the world
would have trembled but in order not to succumb
to the had God gave her the strength to bear the
suffering.' ^
Together, the sections in italics show that the
anecdote related here appears - at least to our
modern ear - to undermine Mary's dignity (crawl-
ing under the horses, tugging at Mary's garments)
this was apparently no problem for the Compiler.
What he found more dangerous was Mary's desire
to cry out loud; to prevent this public spectacle
taking place he has God infusing Mary with inner
strength. For the writer there was nothing wrong
with Mary's flood of tears 'so that a beautiful red
blood flowed from her eyes', nor that 'several
times her legs gave way' as she stood 'half dead'
near the Cross. Then he continues bluntly to
describe Mary Magdalene's clamour at the Cross!
'Oh who can describe to you Magdalene's
weeping, crying and clamour for her master.' For
Mary, however, this was unacceptable behaviour.44
When she grew pale after Jesus had died - 'seeing
this, John rushed toward her immediately and
grabbed irom behind in his arms' - she fainted
and after clamouring was raised by those around
her sbe finally came to and opened her eyes to see
her son. The text comments:
'Here we learn that in her suffering Mary was
patient and mannered; that she never spoke an
impatient word, never clamoured, screaming or
crying or wringing her hands, but that the way she
stood or lay was so mannered that she held her
suffering inside her heart. It was impossible to see
her sorrow but for her abundant tears and her
mournful expression.'45
From these and a number of other texts it is clear
that as far as religious decorum is concerned the
concept of Mary's faint was considered prob-
lematic in the late Middle Ages. This is not so
much a question of the theological fortitude of
faith as the conflict between inner and outward
suffering, or more precisely: introverted, resigned
and controlled suffering as against outward,
'theatrical' and uncontrolled mourning. By
calling Mary's collapse mannered (manierlijc) it
becomes clear, paradoxically, that despite her
physical weakness, Mary did not lose her self-
control and held her outward expression of grief
under command. In other words, in her faintness
she still managed to keep control of the physical
expression of her grief.46
The ideal of piety that emanates from diese
texts can, I feel, be seen as symptomatic of the
influence of Devotio Moderna piety on the Passion
narrative, and in particular on the cult of the
compassion with the suffering of the Mother of
God. Within this ideal of piety any portrayal that
hints at an outward display of Mary's compassion
is unacceptable. On the face of it, it seems stränge
that passages describing excessive expressions of
grief, such as the abundant, often bloody, flood of
tears and kissing, or indeed licking of Jesus' blood
are not avoided: however, these are the ultimate,
subjective expressions of Mary's inner grief. They
are not meant as public expressions of pain or
mourning, and not intended to get bystanders to
join in the crying and to encourage others to wail
- although most texts agree that this is in fact what
happened to (especially) Mary Magdalene and
the others.47 The form of empathy that these texts
stimulate in the reader is an inner empathy, an
innei imitatw (com)passtonis, as one of the texts
makes explicit:
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n syan £/ycft (follower), Crucifixion Vfenzce, Gz
O h pious hearts rise up inwaidly and hurry to
penitence and inward mourning and help Jesus
your I ord and Saviour to bear his Cross [ ] And
bear youi suffermg secretly with Mary the Molher
of oui Lord Jesus'4R
Moreover, terms such as 'mannered', 'decent' and
especially words such as 'like an honest noble
woman she contained her Iremendous grief
properly mside, without the least clamour ,4C|
mdicate that the inner suffermg IS associated with
self-control over emotions while outwaid
expressions of mourning are associated with
'letüng go' These texts betray a sense of decorum
and at the same of the violation of this decorum -
although this is not always the case in every text
(e g Jacob van Maerlant and in the Gketide van
Onser Vrouiuen) There is of com se a dangei that
conclusions drawn on the basis of this small
selection of surviving late medieval texts
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J.J^u uu.iLjji y/j.Lwer), Crucifixion. Berlin,
Gemäldegalerie der Staatlichen Museen Preussischer
Kulturbesitz.
containing descriptions of Mary's compassion are
hurried ones. It is aot, however, implausible given
the social terms m which the ideal of inward
suffering was propagated and the controlled
expressions of grief were shaped - 'mannered',
'honest noblf woman', etc - to see in this a
manifestation of what Norbert Elias has called the
'civilization process'.50 Accoiding to this theory, in
the late Middle Ages, particularly araong the
burghers of Netherlandish towns, there was an
increasing belief that passions ought to be kept
under contiol and that physical acts which had
once been openly peiformed in public should be
kept within doors. Erasmus's book of etiquette De
nvilitate morum puenhum (1530) played a major
role m the propagation of this burgeoning pat-
tern of social values and decorum, incoiporating
manners and gestures, too.'1 True, Erasmus did
not say anything in this book on the subject of
weepmg and other expressions of grief (although
laughing was dealt with), but his disapproval of
paintmgs that show Mary fainting and clamouring
(see above) fit neatly into this civilization
ideology. It is not unthmkable that further
research into this matter will show that both this
change in social mentality and the Devotio Moderna
ideal of piety were important factors in the
decreasing use of motifs m late medieval Passion
narratives that might have been considered
offensive to public religious decency. This in any
case would explain why sorae Compilers of Passion
narratives not only characterized Mary's
controlled pose near the Cross as 'decent', but
also excused the much criticized fainting, even
the complete collapse to the ground as 'man-
nered' - thereby creating the paradox that Mary
may have swooned, but that she was in füll
control.
This is the global view. Naturally, it has to be
adjusted if the sensibilities regarding Mary's
expressions of suffering of individual writers of
Passion narratives are to be examined in any
detail. As we have seen, there often appears to be
no consistent sense of decorum relating to Mary's
various expressions of grief in one and the same
Passion narrative. The different episodes in the
story are treated quite separately, each having its
own exegetic tradition and values - a fact that is as
true of medieval theology as of Vita Christi
literature.52 Moreover, if one were to take the
diffeiences in the reading public for which the
various manuscripts and books were produced
into account, the picture would be different
again.w Nevertheless, on the basis of the above
Gesamtbild I propose to explore the sensibility
regarding the question of decorum in con-
temporary Netherlandish paintings of 'Mary at
the Cross'.
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3 Rogiervan der Weyden (jollower), Crucifixion (central panel) Brüssels, Musees Royaux des
Beaux Arts de Belgique Copyright AOL, Brüssels
MARY IN PORTRAYALS OF THE PASSION
The descnpüons of Mary's compassion men-
tioned above piovide good compaiative matenal
for an exammaüon of pamtings of Mary at the
Cioss from the peuod beginning with Jan van
Eyck and endmg in the mid-16th Century which
are documented so thoroughly m Fnedlander's
tarly Nelheilandish Painting''
One would expect, judging from the above,
that pictuies of Maiy standmgat the Cioss would
be commonplace in Netherlandish art of the
penod 1425-1550, following the müoverted Ime
based on Ambiose's views regarding Maiy's
expression of gnef"" To a laige extent this IS the
case But there are a number of significant
exceptions lepicsenting the moie exalted
approach and lt is noticeable that these are mainly
found at the Start of this penod Two paintings by
folioweis of Jan van Eyck c<ui serve as examples of
each of the two conceptions, one a Crucifixion in
Venice (Fig 1), the othei a Crudßxton in Berlin
(Fig 2) •* In the Venetian woik Mary Stands
upright and ngid neai the Cross, her hands
together and her expiession seiene On John, at
the other side of the Cioss, the sonow is moie
immediately visible in his face because of Ins
frown, his hands are mteitwmed and turned
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inwaid: a torsion closely resembling the wringing
of hands mentioned in several texts. Yet the pose
and facial expression of John is, in Panofsky's
phrase 'nobly restrained'." Mary and John are far
more emotional in the Berlin pamting. Here
Mary is portrayed with the physical pose and facial
expression reserved in the Venetian work for
John; indeed her face is even more contorted
from sorrow John is so overwhelmed by the pain
that he is seen heie in a fit of weepmg with one
hand raised to his eye to wipe away the tears;
consumed by gnef, he has tui ned away from the
dead Christ.
It would be wrong to accuse the second painter
of having broken the lules of decorum on the
basis of the cited texts. It should be clear from the
stait: no panel showing a Passion scene would
ever have offended the public sense of decorum.
Panels were expensive items in this period and
even those meant as Andachtsbilder for private
devotion and not intended for public display in
church or chapel would have had to be
presentable, lf only to mdicate the owner's piety.
With minor differences - and this is what it is all
about - these paintings always follow the main
line of iconographic and pictorial traditions. Yet it
is clear that the Berlin painting - although of
course always within the hmits of the 'Maiy
Standing at the Cross' iconogiaphy — reveals a
degiee of expression of grief in her pose and her
facial appearance that few followed in later
Netherlandish panel painting. Inasmuch as panel
paintings of the peiiod c. 1425-1550 show Mary
Standing at the Cross artists tended to prefer the
introveited tradition, as in paintings by the
various followers of P^ogier van der Weyden, Dierc
and Albert Bouts, Gerard David, Quentin Massys,
the Master of Hoogstiaeten, Hieronymus Bosch,
Joos van Cleve and Adriaen Isenbiandt.5 8 Here
Mary is often portrayed with tears on hei face, but
otherwise, her expression is geneially serene, her
eyes sometimes look up toward Christ hanging on
the Cioss, but generally they are cast down in an
expression of meditative reflection. Sometimes
4. Quinten Massys, Crucifixion. London, National
Gallery.
Mary holds one hand to hei head, or her head
leans on a hunched shoulder but this does not
detract from the serenity of her facial expression
and the Suggestion that she is meditating on the
suffering of her son (Fig. 3) . w In some paintings
this serene figuie of Mary is contrasted with the
more expressive gestures of Mary Magdalene,
John and other women standmg near the Cross.
One good example is Quentin Massys's Ciuafixion
in London (Fig. 4) .l>" While Mary Magdalene sinks
to her knees and grabs at the Cross, fixing her
eyes on the dead Christ, John also looks up, hands
together and his mouth shghtly open, as if he were
lamenting. Another woman is contoited in gnef,
she wrings her hands as hei friend, weeping and
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6 Rogier van der Weyden (arde of), Crucifixion Riggisberg (Bern), Abegg Stiftung
between a guefsaicken collapse as in Rogier's
G>itafixion m the Esconal and a swoon mto the
aims of John, a type that we will examine
piesently Ai^ d indeed, Maiy, hei face contorted
with grief, holds hei hands enrwmed above hei
head this IS not innei conüol and foiütude but a
puiely physical expiession of hopeless sonow
This unusual scene, appaiently contiasting with
the basic idea of foiütude which connects the
tiadition with the lconogiaphic type of Mary
Standing at the Cioss, may m fact be lmked with
the fact that the pation belonged to a family
ongmally fiom Italy (De Villa) Moshe Baiasch
has shown that paintmgs poitiaymg Mary
clamounng, despauing and gnevmg are far fiom
unusual in Itahan art of this penod bt In any event,
Η is cleai that aftei Rogiei this mvention was not
continued in Netheilandish ait and that heie
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control of outward expressions of grief was the
preferred form for scenes of Mary Standing at the
Cross.05
It is possible to argue that the last example was
not properly interpreted since it was not a
Standing Mary but a collapsed Mother of God.
Surely the Mary figure in Bern is similar to the
feeble Mary in Rogier van der Weyden's Diptych
with Christ on the Cross and Mary supported by St John
in Philadelphia (Fig. 7)?66 This frail Mary, while
being supported by John, is able at the same time
to hold herseif up and to raise her arms in ρ rayer
as a sign of intense grief and simultaneously of
reverence. What are these stränge poses in which
Mary appears to be somewhere between standing
and collapse? That ihis quesüon is indeed crucial
to the decorum issue in the types of scenes
poitrayed here I hope to show presently. But First
let us turn to pictures of Mary collapsing at the
Cross.
7. Rogier van der Weyden,
Diptych with Christ on
the Cross; Mary
supported by St John.
Philadelphia, The
Philadelphia Museum of Art,
John G. Johnson Collection.
Copyright A.C. L, Brüssels.
This type is also superbly illustrated in a work
by Rogier van der Weyden, namely his famous
Descentfrom the Cross in Madrid (Fig. 8) .e7 Although
it concerns a later episode in ihe Passion story,
Rogier's invention, a visualization of Mary
fainting as an expression of her conformilas with
the dead Christ,"8 can help in the examination of
the characteristics of the complete collapse in
pictures of the crucifixion. I consider it a
complete collapse if Mary becomes incapable -
'deathlike' -, as the conternporary texts call it
lying on the ground and unable to control her
physical pose. The fallen body held up byjohn
and one of the women, the weak arms hanging
down and the (nearly) closed eyes in Rogier's
painting make her condition clear. Scenes in
which Mary lies completely collapsed on the
ground are particularly scarce in Netherlandi.sh
art in the period 1425-1550. In fact, this type of
painting occurs after Rogier a few times towards
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Regier van der Weyden, Descent from the Cioss Madrid, Museo delPrado
the end of the penod m pictures by artists
influenced to a gieater oi lesser extent by the
Itahan Renaissance such as Jan de Cock, Jan van
Scorel and Frans Flor i s w Somewhat more
frequent but still rai e are paintings in which Mary
sits on the ground in a famt, held up by John or
one of the women and in which Mai y's physical
incapacity IS visible in her closed eyehds and hei
weak hmbs This is found in works by Dierc Bouts,
Joos van Cleve, Jan Mostaeit, Adnaen Isenbrandt,
the Mastei of 1518 ard Pieter Coeck van Aelst ™
There is also a smill senes of paintings m which
Mary appears agam to have famted completely
fiom hei feeble, drooping head and hmbs, but in
which she lears almost upnght in the aims of
John This ocrurs first in a woi k by Rogier van der
Weyden, his Altarpiece of the Seiten Sairaments (Fig
9) and in works by an immediate followei, Gerald
David, Adriaen Isenbiandt and the Mastei of
1518 '
If one accepts the stnct norm of complete
physical weakness then there are not many
Netherlandish paintings of the penod 1425-1550
that show Mary in complete collapse Whether
this is in ltself an indication that the completely
mcapacitated Mai y, especially the Mai y who had
collapsed on the giound was larely painted
because these paintings lacked the element of
innei self-control cannot be taken for granted
On the othei hand, Mary is portiayed in a famt far
less often in Netheilandish ait of the late Middle
Ages than one would expect from the frequency
with which her fainting is mentioned m con
temporary devotional hterature
At the same time lt is cleai that many paintings
appear at first sight to fit mto this category but
nevertheless do not match the cntena of a
complete collapse in all lts aspects - noi do they
match the type of the standmg Maiy smce, either
physically or thiough Suggestion, there is always
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9 Rogier van der Weyden, Altarpiece of the Sevcn Sacraments Antwerp, Koninkhjk
Museum voor Schone Künsten
something inconsistenl about hei forütude All
mannei of hybrid foims exist between standmg
and leanmg or collapsing, between introveited
and contiolled soriow and loss of contiol There
are pamüngs with small but sahent details that
give a Standing Mary the hmt of a famt and a
swooned Maiy the hmt of contiol Perhaps one
ought not to be too rigid and make more
allowance for artistic freedom and the personal
mterpietation of the aiüst, especially since many
paintmgs in this penod of Netherlandish art were
the product of a Studio 01 the invention of a
master with only modest aitistic pretensions who
feit httle need to adhete rigidly to the pure
iconographic Conventions and pictonal tradi-
üons Yet lt IS the sensibility regaidmg the lssue of
Mary's mannered behavioui at the Cross as found
m the devotional texts which suggests that this
rathei haphazard approach to basic pictoi lal types
is not so much a quesüon of artistic fi eedom or
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hmitations but one of this sensibihty - and
therefore somethmg woithwhile examinmg more
closely
This mtermodiate form is found especially in
poi ti ayals in which Mary is supported by John
Even m a case where Mary appeais to be
completely overwhelmed by pain and is totally
disabled small signs lemain to mdicate that Mary
ι cmams pai tially conscious and retams some
contiol of hei body In Rogiei's Altar of ihe Seven
11 Jan Gossaert, Crucifixion Hamburg,
Kunsthalle
10 Albert Bouts, Crucifixion Paris, Musee
Marmottan, Institut de France
Sacraments (Fig 9) one of the accompanymg
women softly touches one of Mary's hands This
motif of comfort and consolation suggests that
Mai y is capable of appreciatmg this and conünues
to be conscious of hei suffenng Some pamtert,
show Mary sittmg huddled and weak but with eyes
open, or some othei slight physical sign that the
pam has not overwhelmed her completely In the
Crucifixion by Albert Bouts (Fig 10)72 Mary
appears to have collapsed, leanmg m the arms of
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12 Master of the fiburtineSibyl, Cruci&ynon Detroit, Institute ofArts Courtesy qf the
Detroit Inst ofArts
John, butwhile her eyes ai e closed and her body IS
weak Mary still has enough strength to press her
hand to her breast to expi ess the burning soi row
that conünues to pulsate through her body Α
Cruafixion by Jan Gossaert (Fig 11)" shows Mary
half seated, half lymg on the ground where she is
supported spintually by the sympatheüc gestures
of John and one of the women, rathei than bemg
physically held up by them, Maiy's nght arm
funcüons, although obviously lathei weak, as a
support for the body Mary also keeps hei eyes
Wide open and stanng at the dead body of hei so η
on the Cioss, all the othei women around Mary
have fallen onto the ground, overcome by the
weight of intense gnef Maiy's condition of not
being entuely mcapable, 01 not having com
pletely collapsed, expiesses a maximum expen-
ence of gnef and in fact goes ftuthei than the
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13. Master oj'Frankfurt, Triptych with the Crucifixion'. Frankfurt a.M., Städehches
Kunstinstitut.
14. Master of the Legend of St Catherine, Descentfrom the Cross. Cologne, Wallraf-
Richartz Museum.
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15. Master of Flemalle (copy), Descenlfrom the Cross. Liverpool, Walker Art Gallery.
paintings in which she is shown with a mournful
face and wi inging her hands (cf Fig. 4).
Completely different, although at first sight
similar, is Mary's position in the Cruafixion by the
Master of Frankfurt in Frankfurt (Fig. 13).74 Here
Mary sits with eyes almost shut, huddled on her
knees at the foot of the Cross, supported by John
and two women. Despite the presence of so many
helping hands Mary seems to be keeping herseif
upnght, while she holds her hands together
revealmg that she is not in fact incapable but is
actually engaged in meditative reflection. This
type of scene is found in Memlmg's woik as well as
that byjan de Beer.7"' Closely associated with this is
the type of portrayal in which Mary is half seated
or knechng and supported by bystanders; her
hands are together and she looks up at her dead
son. This type, which suggests only a moment of
physical weakness on Mary's part through her
general pose while leaving her ample space to
continue her inner concentration on Jesus, is
found in work by the Master of Hoogstraeten, Jan
Provoost, the Master of Delft and Cornelis
Engelbrechtsz.71'
Inclined again more towards a complete
collapse are a number of pictures showing Mary
with eyes closed, head bowed and arms loose, on
her knees but in which, although leaning against
John, she has her back straight so that it seems as
if she manages to remain upright herseif. This
type, which is reminiscent of portrayals of the Man
of Sorrows displaying his wounds to the Viewer, is
employed by Petrus Christus, the Master of the
Joseph Sequence and Adriaen Isenbrandt.77
Although the Suggestion here is mainly one of
incapability at the same time Mary has an inner
strength which ensures that she does not collapse
completely
This ambivalence is also present in a seiies of
paintings based on a 'Mary Standing at the Cross'
but which modify this type, resulüng in somethmg
akhi to a steadfast-collapsing Mary. Formally,
these are based on pictures in which Mary IS
Standing next to the Cross, her hands togethei
held up to Jesus but her heacl bowed away shghtly
to the side, looking with tearful eyes at the ground
as a sign that she is deep in thought, leflecting on
the death of hei son (cf Fig. 3).7S Α Ciuafixion by
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the Master of the Tiburtine Sibylle (Fig. 12) goes a
step further.7'1 Mary's hands aie together hanging
down and her mouth IS slightly open. She looks
introverted and with her slightly inclined head
she seems to be Standing quite straight next to the
Cross. The support'John and one of the women
provide shows that her physical fortitude is less
than her upright position might suggest Maiy is
shown in a comparable pose in a Descenl from the
Cioss by the Master of the Legend of St Cathei ine
(Fig. 14).^ This last painting shows the paiadox
that is found in many of the previous portrayals
particularly clearly: Mary Stands and at the same
time she collapses; despite, or lather in her
mcapacity she is steadfast. That this ambigmty is in
fact what is portrayed here is shown again by a
comparison between the few paintings that show
Mary at the moment she is about to faint into the
arms of John as in a copy after the Master of
Flemalle (Fig. 15).S)
What is the best way of interpreting this
ambiguity? In my opinion we are dealing with
precisely the same sensibility that emerges fiom
the contemporary devotional texts with regard to
the decorum of Mary's mannered pose and
behaviour at the Cioss. It would seem that artists
were continually trying to find Solutions to the
problem, on the one hand to illustrate the most
extreme forms of Mary's gnef, her collapse, but at
the same time to show her inner fortitude and the
restrained way she experienced her sorrow. In all
the variations of the portrayals of Mary's position
at the Cross in late medieval Netherlandish panel
paintings it is clear that the majority show Mary's
grief characterized as an innei expenence, as a
State of meditative reflection and prayei that is
borne through physical self-control that Mary
retains even when she collapses in grief. In this
art Mary appears to be, far more than in
contemporary Passion literature, the 'mannered',
'decent', 'honest noble woman' whose inner and
outer stature becomes visible - not least in
paintings in which she is shown collapsing
beneath the weight of her compassio,
(translated by Sammy A. Herman)
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twisschen die ai men Mai len Magdalena'
Ibid., p. 186P 'screvede mit onverdrachliken tränen ende
maecte mit hören tränen nat dal aensicht ende dat dode
hchaem hoeis kmts ende oec den saic, daer men seghet,
dat noch hoer tränen in staen ... Ende des ghehjcs alle
die andei screyeden so seer, dat si vän ι ouwen seer
schenen ghebreken'.
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of decorum).
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Weetlonimen van Maua in Sml Salvalois le Biugge (Bruges:
Societe d'emulation de Bruges, Melanges (9), 1922), pp.
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Dil es dlexien ons iieewn fhesu msii (Antweip: Ciaes de
Grave, 1536). (Univ. of Leiden Libi., 1497A8).
Ibid., fol. CCXXXIII-v: 'Ach mensche wat louwen heeft
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druc ende screyinge is daer geweest, mer die bedructe
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Te stei ven moest zij toen verlangen.
Dus moest zij klagen toen voorwaai,
De handen wringen, rukken 't haar'
Cited after Kronenburg, 1904, p. 236. Compaie De Vnes,
1964, p. 23, 142-144 (ed.- Uli de Sbophisihe Geduhlen van
Jruoh van Maeilanl, by Prof. Dr. J. van Mieilo S. J. (Zwolle.
Tjeenk Wilhnk, 1954), pp 98-137).
'Ongheuouch' can be translated either as 'unseemly
behavioiu' or as 'grief - see W. J. J. Pijnenburg & J J
van derVooitvan derKleij, WooidenboekMiddehiedeilaiuh
(Uti echt & Antweip: Uitgeveiij Het Spectrum, 1984), ρ
119; cf. note33.
Dil zi/n die Ghelidevan Onsei Viouwen, Bisschoppehjk
Seminane, Bruges, Hs. 72/175, fol. 13r-33r, lines 98-
103, 431-432, 630-632 - cited aftei De Vries, 1964, pp.
148-149:
'Soe weende ende dieef ongheuouch,
Up hare helighe boist zoe slouch;
Met harei jammei liker claghe
Dede zoe vele vnenden ende inaghen
Hebben rauwe ende wezen onvro
dreef mesbaer
Roupende ende wenende zeie
Doe ghi sterven saecht u kint
Ghine spraect ten quaden niet een twint
Maer met hantgheslaghe ende met weene
Pinedi u selven allene'.
Compaie M. Baiasch, Gestütes ofDespmi in Medieval aml
Emh Renaissame All (New York: New York Umversity
Piess, 1976), passim, which describes these expressions
of gnef as 'violent gestures'.
For the earliest histoiy of this cult see Duclos, 1922, and
E. H. F. de Ridder, 'De devotie tot O. L. Viouwe van VII
Weeen, haar ontstaan', in: Handelingen van hei Vlaavuth
Mana-iongies 1921, Brüssels, 1922, pp. 87-104.
Een wveilu ende devoel boeixken vanden seven ween van onvi
hevei viouwen (...) (Antwerp: Machiel van Hoochstraten
[no date] - Royal Libr., The Hague, 230 G 11.
Ibid., fol. 43-r 'so overvloedelic weenende als IC hebbe
ghelesen dat wt hären ogen is bioet gelopen'.
Ibid., fol. 47-v 'ongetroost vol rouws ende medelydens
so volstantehjk onder den ciuce'.
Ibid., fol. 57-v.
Ibid., fol. 58-r-v: 'Nochans was sy in al haer li|den so
manierlijck: ende hielt dat so sedehjc int binnenste
haerder herten besloten sonder enich wtwendich
mesbaer als Iuyde te crijten, hau handen te wi ingen
ende deser ghelijc, ende stont so gedoochsamhjc onder
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den ci uce met haien kmde gheci uyst in pinen inden
wüle ende indei beghei ten
Cf Ε Veiwijs&J Veidam Middeimdeilandsdi
Woorrhnboik vol IV (The Hagne Mai tinus Nijhoff
1899) coll 1121-1122 (undei manieilijc(heit) )
Do! sijn du Sev(n Ween van onser hevtt χ iouwcn mi lautre
(Antweip Willem Voisteiman [n d ] — Royal Libi The
Hague 231 G 31
Ibid cited fiom the chiptei Die vyffte wee als sy haien
sone acnden ciuce deeihc sach slei ven cioop ondei
die peeiden dooi stoite si nedei tei aeiden al vast
aendenciuce Sintjan die altijt bi haei was dit siende en
conste hy haei nyet ghehelpen want hy mede alsoo flau
was van pijnen nochtans dede hy zyn best hy heftese
vaste hy trockse vaste hy ontieech haei cledeien hy
mochte haer wat ci uyts inden mont steken ο lacen hy
en wist wat doen hy en mochte haei nyet tioosten
Och hadde si mögen roepen nae dat haei was te moede
die werelt soudei af hebben gebeeft op dat sy dan ondei
den last met bhjven en soude so gaf haei god stei cheyt
dat zyt mocht lijden
Cf Dit es dleven ons ließ heren 1512 (note 6) fol
(CC)CLXXX-v (in the stoi y of the ei ection of the
Cioss ) Oh what a temble sonow and ciying was there
but nevei theless the blessed and soi ι owful mothei did
notclamoui in any way (O wat swaei dei diuckende
screymghc is daei geweest mal die gebenedide ende
bedi uete moedei hielt haei nochtan sondei eemghe
misbaer van buten) This passage also implies that a
clamoui is not a seemly expiession of gnef foi Maiy but
that lt is quite acceptable foi Maiy Magdalene and the
othei onlookeis
Dal njn dir Sevcn Wem van onsi r hever vrouwin ml lange
(note 42) quotation fiom the chaptei Die vijffte wee als
sy haien sone aenden ciuce deeihc sach sterven hici
sullen wy weten dat mana in haei hjclen also hjdsaem
was ende mameilijck dat s) noyt een onhjdsaem wooi ι
en spiac noyt en maecte si misbaei van buyten als van
roepen of van cnjten of haei handen te willigen mei
stont oft lach so mameilijck dat si haei hjde besloten
hielt mhaei heit men sach niet dat sy dioevich was dan
aen dye oveivloedige üanen ende haei bediuct
aensicht
Cf Denny 1969 pp 215 ff
Compare De Vnes 1964 pp 204 ff for the lelationship
between Mai y s lament and the deith lament which is
aecompamed by clamoui loud weepmg bieastbcaung
ttc
DU is dlevin ons hefs heim ilusu tristi 1512 (note 6) fol
(C)C(L)XXII-v Ο devote hei ten staet nu inwendeliken
op ende haest u met pemlencien ende rouwe van
binnen ende helpt lhesum uwen heeie ende vei lossei
sijn ei uce dtaghen Ende diaghet u Uden heymelic
met mal ja die moedei ons heien lhesu
See note 7
Ν Elias über dt η Ptozi ss dir Zivilisation 2 vols (Basle
Haus zum Falken 1939)
See J Biemmei & Η Roodenbuig (eds ) Α Cullmal
Hisloiy of Gestirn (with an inlioducüon by Sn Keith
Thomas) (Ithaca & New Yoik Coinell Umveisity Piess
1992)
Cf Lightenbeig 1927 220 In among all those ascetic
obseivations and mcitements he the moisels of stones
depicting the histoi ical oi legendai y facts hke httle
Islands in a sea (my ti ansl )
The rasaadus rnyrri (note 1) which contains the motif
of the blood being heked is much smaller m foi mal the
liyout is less tidy and lt is less carefully pimted than
seveial of the other Lives of Jesus menüoned above
which fiequently contain entne seiies of woodeuts Does
this indicate that lt was produced foi a less socially
piestigious and civihzed leadeiship lhan these othei
books5
Μ J Fnedlandei Parly NithitUmduh Painting 16 vols
(Leiden & Biussels Α W Sijthoff & Ediüons de la
Connaissance 1967-1976)
lt is outside the scope of this book to exploie in detail
the ongin and lconogiaphical tiaditions of the diffeient
types of poi trayal of the Ci ucifixion and thea vai lanls
on which the Dutch examples fiom the 15th and 16th
centunes which I eile below aie based I confine myself
to the observation that as fai as I can estabhsh m
geneial terms (although a much moie bioadly based
and more detailed study will be needed to confnm this)
the diffeient poses and gestures of sonow of Mai ν at the
Cross stem to a laige extent from (much) oldei
examples in the ai t of the Middle Ages - see e g D C
Shorr The Moui nmg Vngin and Saint John llu All
Bulldm 22 (1940) pp 62-69 Κ Künstle Ikonographie dei
(hnslluhen Kunst vol I (Fieibuig im Bieisgau Heidei &.
Co 1928) pp 446-468 G Schillei Jltonogiaphu dn
(Imilhchin Kunst \ol II (Guteisloh Guteislohei
Veilagshaus Gerd Mohn 1968) pp 110 ff C
Kiischbaum (ed ) /ixikondn ihnslltilun Uwnogiaphu vol
II (Romc Fieibuig Basle Vienna Heidei 1970) undei
Ci ucifixion pp 606-642 Baumei & Scheifczyk (eds)
Manmlexikon 1992 vol IV pp 685-688 - all wilh
fuithei lefeiences
Hiedlandei ΓΝΡ vol I Pl 38Aand38B
Ε Panofsky fany Nelhetlandish Painling Ils Oiigins und
Charaeln 2 vols (NewYoik Haipei & Row Pubhsheis
1971) Ι ρ 235
Fnedlandei lNP vol II cat no 47 (Pls 66-67) 89 (Pl
108) 93 (Pl 109) vol III cit nos 5 5a (Pls 10 and 11)
i* -Ι'ϊ
,*#,« ifi/^kvH^i'ti
cat. nos 51, 52 (Pl. 65), compaie cat. no. Add. 132 (Pl.
127); vol V, cat. no. 84 (Pl. 65); vol Vlb, cat. no. 185 (Pl.
196), 189 (Pl 199); vol. VII, cat. no. 12 (Pl 18), 13 (PL
19), compare cat. nos. 56-58 (Pls. 55-57), 115 (Pl. 87),
vol. IXa, cat. nos 11, lla, llb, 12 (Pls. 23, 24, 26 and
27), 29, 30 (Pl. 51); vol XI, cat. no 130 (Pl 108), 156
and 157 (Pl. 126), 160 and 161 (Pl. 127), and 249 (Pl.
167).
Fnedlandei, ENP, vol. II, cat. nr. 93 (Pl. 109). Compare
vol VII, cat. no. 12 (Pl. 18), see also cat. no. Add. 193 Β
(Pl. 11) Mary's band gesture (holdmg hei hand agajnst
her head) IS found as a gesture of souow in Christian ait
from as eai ly as the 9th Century - cf. Shorr, 1940.
However, lt is not lmpossible - bearing in mind that
Mary is turned away from the Cross - that Massys in fact
intended this gesture as an expression of meditation. For
Mary's aveited gaze as a sign of meditation, cf. F. O.
Buttner, hmlatwPietatis Molwe der chiisthchen Uwnogiaphie
ah Modelle zur Veiahnhchung (Berlin: Gebi Mann Vei lag,
1983), pp. 96-97
Friedender, ENP, vol. VII, cat. no. 13 (Pl. 19).
Cf. W. Moll, Johannes Brugman en het godwhenstig leven
onzei vadnen in de xnjfliende eeuxo, vol II (Amsterdam:
Portielje, 1854), ρ 373: 'en had hoei die ciacht Gods
niet begaeft of ghesteict in medehden, dat moederlike
heite en hads gheensins moeghen veidraghen'.
Cited from De Viies, 1964, p. 264, note 11 (from: MS.
Cologne Historical Archive, G.B. 8 71, fol. 86-v):
'Nochtan hoe groet die zake hoers rouwen was zoe
onthielt zie hoei nochtan wijselic in hoer selven overmits
die ci acht godes ende gheestehkei starcheit ende waert
alte mael van binnen ghequelt'.
Fnedlander, ENP, vol. II, cat. no Supp. 131 (Pl. 134).
Barasch, 1976.
Rogier's portrayal of Mai y embracing the Cross in her
gnef — cf. his Crucifixion Tnptych in Vienna.
Fiiedlander, ENP, vol. II, cat. no. 11 (PL. 19) - has
indeed had some imitators. However, I shall not consider
this type further hert.
Fnedlander, ENP, vol. II, cat no. 15 (Pl. 32).
Ibid., cat. no. 3 (Pl. 6).
Cf. O. G. von Simson, ' Compassio and Co-tedemjHw in
Roger van der Weyden's Descent fwm the Cioss, in: The All
Bulletin, 35 (1953), pp. 9-16; and Buttner, 1983
Friedländer, ENP, vol XI, cat. no. 112 (PJ. 93); vol. XII,
cat no. 322 (Pl. 175); vol. XIII, cat. no. 128 (Pl 67). Cf.
Joosvan Cleve's Dejmsition, vol IXa, cat. no. 31 (Pl. 52),
which is a free copy of Rogier's Depoulion.
Friedender, ENP, vol. III, cat. no. 2a (Pl. 3), Supp 108
(Pl. 122); vol. IXa, cat. no. 20 (Pl 45); vol. X, cat. no. 13
(Pl. 12); vol XI, cat. no. 88 (Pl. 81), 164 (Pl. 128); vol.
XII, cat. no. 143 (Pl. 74).
Friedländei, ENP, vol. II, cat. no. 16 (Pl. 34), 91 (Pl. 108);
vol. Vlb, cat. no. 186 (Pl. 197); vol. XI, cat. nos. 164 (Pl.
128), 94 and 94a (.Pl. 85), 95 (Pl 86).
Friedländer, ENP, vol. III, cat. no 53 (Pl. 66)
Fnedlander, ENP, vol. VIII, cat. no. 15 (Pl. 23) - cf. 16
(Pl. 23).
Fnedlander, ENP, vol. VII, cat no. 128 (Pl. 99).
Friedländer, ENP, vol. Via, cat no. 3 (Pl. 10); vol XI, cat
no. 13 (Pl. 13).
Friedländer, ENP, vol. VII, cat. no. 103 (Pl. 82); vol. IXb,
cat. no. 148 (Pl. 167); vol X, cat. no. 66 VI (Pl 53), 73
(Pl. 63).
Friedländer, ENP, vol. I (Pl 92); vol. IV, cat no 80 (Pl.
73); vol. XI, cat. no. 164 (Pl. 128).
Α ι elatively early example comes from a follower of
Rogier van der Weyden - Filedländer, ENP, vol. II, cat.
no. 93 (Pl. 109).
Friedländer, ENP, vol. III, cat. no 77 (Pl. 87).
Friedländer, ENP, vol. IV, cat. no. 51 (cf. 51a) (Pl. 55);
also cf. a Ciuafixion by Comelisz. Engelbrechtszoon, vol
X, cat. no. 70 (Pl. 58).
Fnedlander, ENP, vol. II, cat. no. 59a (Pl. 86) - cf. a
Crucifixion, listed as 'South Netherlandish' at the RKD in
The Hague - in Valencia, Real Colegio de Coipus Christi
(Photo: Mas, Barcelona, no. C. 16717). Also cf. a
Cnmfixion by a followei of Rogier van de Weyden·
Friedländer, ENP, vol. II, cat. no. 92 (Pl. 108).
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